ODP
VISUAL CORE DESCRIPTION
SEDIMENTS / SEDIMENTARY ROCKS
SECTION DESCRIPTION

LEG  SUB  SITE  HOLE  CORE  TYPE  SEC
107  G51A  B7K  1

COLOR
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PIECE #  GRAPHIC REPRESENTATION  SAMPLES  DRILLING DEFORM.  STRUCTURES

57/41 green clay neo chalk core
51/41 clay neo chalk, get me
17/51 ol.borrowed
57 burrow + yellow flakes
61/3 lead ol
57/41 yellowish brown sand lam., but still
54/41 tiny borrows at contact green
50/41 sand bearing
57/2 54/2 54/3 57/3 51/4 54/4 57/4 57/5 burrow + yellow flakes at contact form
57/41 burrow neo chalk + yellow flakes
57/41 burrow neo chalk + yellow flakes

3 piece lam. 4mm x 1cm, 15 cm thick lam.

54/54 burrow neo core

← from outer lam.

← from inner lam.